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POLITICAL SCIENCE (MINOR)
Program Description
The Political Science major at NYU Abu Dhabi attracts students who
are interested in the many important political questions—conceptual,
empirical, policy-oriented—that societies everywhere face today. How do
different political systems affect policy-making? What are the intrinsic
and instrumental virtues of democracy?

How could its functioning improve? Why do dictatorships survive in many
countries, but evolve into democracies in others? Why do countries go
to war? What are the connections between internal conflicts (such as
civil war) and political or economic development? What are the main
characteristics and causes of economic underdevelopment? Why are
prosperity and stagnation distributed so unequally, both across countries
and within them?

The student with a passion for questions such as these finds the Political
Science major most rewarding. The philosophy underlying the courses
has several distinctive features. First, the major has a strong analytical
focus, with two required courses that introduce students to statistics and
models of political behavior and institutions. These courses provide an
introduction to the kinds of tools used by social scientists to conduct
a deep analysis of these questions and to test the analysis using
quantitative data. Second, the major offers many substantive courses,
wherein these analytical tools are applied to important policy questions
of considerable current interest. Third, the courses in the major include
discussions of classic texts that illuminate both the intellectual history
and the broader dimensions of these policy questions. Finally, the major
offers several courses jointly with programs in Economics, Psychology,
and Philosophy, providing students with exciting interdisciplinary
opportunities.

The Political Science minor is open to all NYUAD students. The minor
requires Introduction to Political Thinking and any three Political Science
elective courses—except those identified as “Methods Electives”.

Admissions
New York University's Office of Undergraduate Admissions supports
the application process for all undergraduate programs at NYU.  For
additional information about undergraduate admissions, including
application requirements, see How to Apply (https://www.nyu.edu/
admissions/undergraduate-admissions/how-to-apply.html).

Program Requirements
Course Title Credits
Required Course
SOCSC-UH 1112 Introduction to Political Thinking 4
Electives
Select three Political Science courses — excluding those listed as
“Methods Electives” or courses listed as “Breadth Electives” that do
not start with POLSC

12

Total Credits 16

Policies
NYU Policies
University-wide policies can be found on the New York University Policy
pages (https://bulletins.nyu.edu/nyu/policies/).

NYU Abu Dhabi Policies
A full list of relevant policies can be found on NYU Abu Dhabi's
undergraduate academic policies page (https://bulletins.nyu.edu/
undergraduate/abu-dhabi/academic-policies/).
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